A quicker path to more
complete reimbursement
Your clearinghouse is the central nervous system of the revenue cycle and the
primary source of payment for your business—this means getting clean claims out
the door and proactively triaging payer responses is imperative. Waystar’s claims
platform can help you avoid rejections and denials, automate claim status checks,
streamline appeals and more. And because implementation and integration are
seamless, switching to Waystar has never been easier—or more worth it.
Claim Management
Powered by healthcare’s largest unified clearinghouse, Waystar’s Claim
Management solution provides the data and tools you need to bring in
more revenue—at a lower cost and in less time. Unlock the full power
of your core system with a claim engine that:
+ Deploys intelligent algorithms to status claims
+ Crowdsources data to ensure best in industry rules + edits
+ Translates confusing payer messages into plain English
+ Staff elevated as claim remediation experts with exception-based workflows
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Disruption-free enrollment
Switching out your claims management system seems like a daunting task,
but Waystar makes enrollment easier than ever with tools like e-signatures,
enrollment dashboards, and auto-enrollment requests—all efforts to streamline
implementation and give you greater transparency and control.
Our dedicated enrollment specialists ensure there is no loss of efficiency or
disruption to cash flow, giving you confidence and security in making the switch.

Award-winning service
Waystar takes great pride in providing world-class support to our clients and it
shows with results like our high Net Promoter Score, #1 KLAS recognition, and
most importantly, how well our clients are performing. You can count on our
in-house support representatives to answer your call or chat within seconds and
expect any custom claim edits to be turned around within three days at
no charge.
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Explore our Claim + Payment
Management ecosystem
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Claim Manager
Claim Monitoring
Claim Attachments
Remit Management
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Remittance + Deposit Manager
Payer + Patient Lockbox
EOB Conversion
Medicare Enterprise

FAST IMPLEMENTATION | SEAMLESS INTEGRATION | INTUITIVE UI
ADVANCED ANALYTICS + REPORTING | EXCEPTIONAL CLIENT SUPPORT

EXPLORE OUR ALL-IN- ONE PL ATFORM
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